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What this presentaGon is about
• IXPs exist to solve certain problems;
• They are a remarkable success story;
• They, like the Internet itself, are embedded in
an older world of telecommunicaGons, which
runs on diﬀerent infrastructure, economics
and ideas.
• This presentaGon deals in part with the
intersecGon of the IXP and some of those
older concepts and material facts.
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What the goals are
• The goals are

– to encourage regulators to regulate where regulaGon
is needed;
– To prevent them from regulaGng where regulaGon is
not needed;
– To know the diﬀerence between the two domains

• In general, the Internet is working ﬁne; leave it
alone
• In telecom carrier policy, there is seldom enough
compeGGon.
• RegulaGon and oversight is needed at that level.
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The success of Internet Exchange
Points (IXPs)
• As recently as 2013 it was said that IXPs “had
gone unnoGced”.
• From four ‘network access points’ in 1995 to
86 in North America as of 2013.
• There are now approximately 350 IXPs, half of
which are in the US and Europe
– according to PCH
– The total is always subject to some measure of
disagreement
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In Europe
• Since the 1990s, the European actors (telcos
turned ISPs, and new compeGtors) realized that
exchanging their traﬃc locally brought large cost
savings.
• The not for proﬁt (NFP) model became standard
in Europe. DE-CIX, AMS-IX, Ecix
– These are typically wholly owned by an associaGon;
customers provide advice through an advisory board.
– Most NFPs publish their data, membership, service
oﬀerings, & detailed speciﬁcaGons of their
infrastructure
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What is an IXP?
• AMS-IX deﬁnes an ISP as
– “A network infrastructure with the purpose to
facilitate the exchange of Internet traﬃc between
Autonomous Systems (ASes) and operaGng below
layer 3. The number of ASes connected should at
least be three and there must be a clear an open
policy for others to join.”

• The vast majority rely on an Ethernet
switching fabric
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The stunning success of the Internet
market
• An OECD study (2013) showed that

– the Internet has allowed priced for
connecGvity to be ﬁve orders of
magnitude lower than what it is for
its TDM equivalent.
– Stated as the per-minute price for
VoIP traﬃc, the combined cost to
caller and recipient is USD 0.0000008
per minute than wholesale service
providing comparable funcGons in
TDM markets.
– This has been achieved with no direct
intervenGon by regulators

• Why so cheap?

– Eﬃciency of packet rouGng
– CompeGGon in Internet markets
– Flexibility of rouGng arrangements
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Other sources conﬁrm lowered prices
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Stunning success, conGnued
• The Internet has developed a highly eﬃcient market
in connecGvity, based on voluntary contractual
arrangements.
• A survey of 142,000 peering arrangements showed
that the terms and condiGons of the Internet model
are so generally agreed on that 99.5% of
interconnecGon agreements are concluded without a
wriken contract.
– TransacGon costs are low
– Each party agrees that the deal adds value
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Cause: economics and hands-oﬀ regulatory
approach
• The parGcipants are free to decline to do
business
– The ability not to interconnect with those who fail to
observe standards disciplines the market

• AlternaGve routes are frequently available, and
market power of any player is limited;
• No one in the ISP world is obliged to
interconnect.
• No regulator needs to promote compeGGon at
this level of the protocol stack, in these markets.
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Other European inquiries into the
Internet
• The Body of European Regulators for Electronic
CommunicaGons (BEREC) issued a report on IXP issues [6
December 2012] as they arose from net neutrality debates

– BEREC has highlighted the fact that the Internet connecGvity
market and hosGng services have grown from zero to a mulGbillion-Euro business in ﬁpeen years on a commercial basis.
– [Peering and transit] interconnecGon arrangements developed
without any regulatory intervenGon, although the obligaGon to
negoGate for interconnecGon applies to IP networks as well.
These agreements have been largely outside the scope of
acGvity of NaGonal Regulatory AuthoriGes {NRAs}. This
appeared jusGﬁed in parGcular due to the compeGGveness of
the transit market on IP backbones.

• The BEREC report shows considerable understanding of the
Internet market and IXPs generally.
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The TDM world is diﬀerent
• AssumpGons and facts relevant to the Internet
(layer 3) do not apply in the older TDM telephone
world (layer 2 and 1).
• Maintaining the rule of law, open markets and
promoGng compeGGon is vital, but the way it has
been done in telecom markets is condiGoned by
the older economics and physics of the telephone
(TDM) era.
• So let’s look at the strictures imposed by older
ways of communicaGng.
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DeﬁniGons
• In this context, “transport”
signiﬁes makers pertaining
to layers 1 and 2 of the
OSI model.
• “transit” pertains to
OSI layer 3.
• There is plenty of
compeGGon at layer 3, and
limited compeGGon at
layers 2 and 1, usually
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InterconnecGon
• In the Internet model, no right has been
granted by regulatory authoriGes to acquire
interconnecGon with another party;
– Proven to be a highly successful model

• In the world of TDM, a right to
interconnecGon, that is, regulated access to
faciliGes, is open the underpinning of
compeGGon – in facili6es.
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IntervenGon and non-intervenGon
• The success of the Internet IP market for traﬃc
exchange ﬂowed from a broad policy framework of
liberalizaGon of telecom markets – that is, in faciliGes
(layers 2 and 1).
– There has been a close relaGonship between liberalized
telecom policies and the development of the Internet

• Threats to the Internet include

– Extending regulatory concepts from the TDM world into
the Internet
– extending the lifeGme of old policy goals (e.g. equal
geographic access)
– Treaty-based revenue seklements
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So how much compeGGon is enough?
• How many faciliGes based carriers is opGmal
(for transport at layers 1 and 2)? What is the
number below which we run into problems?
• Here we pass out of telecom and Internet
ideas into the realm of compeGGon policy.
– We are not talking about the minimum number of
interconnecGng networks needed for an IXP,
which has been set at three.
– We are talking about transport faciliGes.
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Concepts from compeGGon policy
• It is generally agreed that a monopolist (sole
supplier) has incenGves to restrict output and
raise prices.
• CompeGGon regulators consider that duopolies
(2 suppliers) reach cozy, unspoken
accommodaGons.
– Coke and Pepsi

• At 3 suppliers, some real compeGGon begins
– CompeGtor #3 is seldom as large as #1 and #2
– Price and feature compeGGon begin in earnest
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How do you measure compeGGon?
• The US employs the Herﬁndahl-Hirschmann index.
– It is arrived at by the sum of the squares of the
parGcipants. A score of .25 or more indicates strong
concentraGon.

• Canada uses Merger Enforcement Guidelines. If the 4
largest players in a market would collecGvely have
>45% of the market, no merger of them would be
allowed. Market concentraGon of 35-45% would put
the merger into the cauGon zone.
• The deﬁniGon of the product and geographic market is
always decisive. The easier it is to subsGtute, the easier
to get your merger approved.
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European Approaches to Telecoms
Mergers
• “There is no magic number,” of mobile operators in a
market, stated the European Commissioner Margrethe
Vestager in early October 2015

– A few years ago, the number “three” seemed to have magical
powers, when the Swiss CompeGGon Commission blocked the
merger between the second and the third largest mobile
operators in 2010, which would have created a MNO duopoly
– eﬀecGve compeGGon in the retail market is the criterion
– a reducGon of the number of players from four-to-three in a
naGonal mobile market in the EU can lead to higher prices for
consumers…but not that it leads to more investment per
subscriber,” Ms. Vestager said.
– mergers which reduced operators from 4 to 3 had previously
been approved in Ireland, Austria, and Germany
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What is the problem mergers help to
solve?
• Carriers face enormous costs, thin proﬁt margins,
customers dis-intermediaGng, and new business
models that can move the money away from them.
• The way out is to merge

– verGcal mergers to integrate ﬁxed and mobile
businesses to achieve costs synergies and bring new
products to market,
– network sharing agreements, and
– horizontal mergers between mobile operators to
reduce costs and ﬁnance new infrastructure
investments.

• The pressure is on regulators to ﬁnd the ‘best’ number
of carriers, with no ﬁxed answer to the problem.
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So why at least three transport
providers?
• From the perspecGve of the IXP, indeed,
anyone, the existence of at least 3 transport
providers (faciliGes, circuits) is about as good
as it gets.
– PracGcal limitaGons, such as capital investments,
tend to limit the number of carriers;
– More would be desirable, but fewer than 3
produces all the problems associated with
unspoken collaboraGon between 2, and monopoly
with 1.
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Lessons for Policy Makers
• Liberalized telecommunicaGons policies have
supported the success of the Internet, parGcularly IXPs

– A hands-oﬀ approach has let market parGcipants discipline
the market, at the IP layer.
– Insuﬃcient compeGGon in faciliGes (layers 1 and 2) keeps
transport prices high and retards the spread of the
Internet
– By requiring players to hold government licences, and
restricGng them, regulators can uphold insuﬃcient
compeGGon
– Finding the “right” number of transport carriers at layers 1
and 2 is no easy task; countervailing pressures favour
mergers of carriers
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